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satisfying solution. At least one may say that it involves the
.
"
more difficult procedure.
"
.
f
Anyone who has a neal"ly automatic and' "easy" explanation of the world's phenomena risks this danger particu-.
larly. Very likely the explanation will come first and the
experimental data which underlie the explanation
will come
,
.
next. Such writers would do well to remember that each
creative work should repeat what Marxists call the "dialectical" process: it should proceed from the materiai to the
framework, emotional as well as conceptual, which explains
it. In this way writers would have more assurance that their
work would have the "body" requisite \for important .
literature.
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Homunculus~ a Vignette
I

By TERENC~ HEYWOOD
-
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Snatches of news and scralps of information,
a day of insistent trifles and minor incidents,
cigarettes and snacks, §m8!11 talk and petlty squabbles;
back to the flatlet in the baby, austin,
nibbling of ~ood, dips in a cut-up culture .
, (a culture nbw for spiritual microbacteriJa)the mean diminuendos 'of short days .'
prolonged by tablets, truncated by trivialities,
fragmentary, and with slight emotions:a little man with pimples, teased by midges, '
subject to touches of 'flq and minor illnesses, ;
living on dividends, on snacks and snippets,all the discrete particles of whose experience
have never been fitted into the finical mosaic
of a philosophy~
o God, protect us from this
enormity of mini3tures! And give us
a diminution of diminutives!
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